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A COMMUTATIVE BANACH ALGEBRA WHICH 
FACTORIZES BUT HAS NO APPROXIMATE UNITS
MICHAEL LEINERT
Abstract. It is well known that any Banach algebra having bounded 
approximate units factorizes. For some time it was not clear if, conversely, 
factorization implied the existence of bounded approximate units. This was 
disproved by Paschke [3], but the problem remained open for commutative 
Banach algebras. We give an example of a commutative semisimple Banach 
algebra which factorizes but has not even unbounded approximate units.
If A is a commutative Banach algebra, we say that A factorizes if any 
element a G A can be written a — be with b, c E A. We say that A has 
approximate units if for any a E A and e > 0 there is some b E A such that 
||u — htz|| < e.
Let 5* be the semigroup (with pointwise addition) of all real sequences 
6 ~ with bn > 0 for almost all n G N, and let A = l\S) be the
corresponding semigroup algebra. Let a E A be given, a = S„eNA„£y, where 
denotes the Dirac measure on S concentrated at fn = {fnk}keN- For each 
m E N let Hm = {/Jl < n < m,fnm > 0} and define
RminJ^,
Hm = 0.
The sequence h = {hm}meN is in 5, and by construction we have gn — fn — 
h E S for all n G N. This implies
I S j ’
'nEN '
so A factorizes.
For g E S and a E A we have ||eg • a — eg|| > 1, since g is not contained in 
the support of eg • a. So A has no approximate units. A is semisimple, being a 
subalgebra of a commutative group algebra.
I am indebted to H. Behncke for suggesting a simplification of the original 
proof.
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